Setting Support Device, Setting Support Method, Information Processing Program and Recording Medium

The invention supports the easy and appropriate setting of a plurality of control parameters. A setting support device of the invention includes: a test action instruction part, for changing at least one value among control parameters, so as to enable a servo driver to actually control test actions, or controlling test actions by utilizing the simulation of a hypothetical model; and a performance index calculation part, for working out performance indexes of the control of the servo driver according to a result of test actions.
Description

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

1. Field of the Invention

[0001] The invention relates to a setting support device and so on for supporting the setting of control parameters of a motor control device, and the motor control device controls a motor for driving a load device.

2. Description of Related Art

[0002] In order to improve the controllability (responsibility and stability) of a controlled object including a motor, control parameters suitable for the controlled object need to be set. Therefore, for example, a control system is disclosed in patent document 1, and the control system uses an operational model to execute the simulation of parameter change and adjustment, and automatically sets an adjustment condition for a servo system on the basis of a simulation result.

[0003] Moreover, a driving apparatus is disclosed in non-patent document 1, and the driving apparatus measures the response of a real machine by changing the combination of speed control gain and model control gain, and displays setting time, overshoot or other indexes with colors.
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SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

[Problems to Be Solved by the Invention]

[0006] For example, even in the case of a common feedback controller for position control, there will be more than three control parameters, such as position proportional gain, speed proportional gain and speed integral gain, which need to be set in order to improve the controllability of a controlled object.

[0007] However, in the structure recorded in patent document 1, only the simulation of changing two control parameters may be executed. For control parameters, there also exists a circumstance, that is, when one control parameter is changed, the optimal values of the other control parameters will be changed, and in the case that only two control parameters may be simulated, it is highly possible that it is hard to set a plurality of control parameters as appropriate values.

[0008] Moreover, likewise in the structure disclosed by non-patent document 1, only two control parameters may be changed, and the same problem is produced as in patent document 1. Further, in non-patent document 1, because a real machine needs to be driven and a measurement result needs to be used, time is needed for processing.

[0009] The invention is achieved in view of the problems, and the invention is directed to implement a setting support device and so on for supporting the easy and appropriate setting of a plurality of control parameters.

[Technical Means for Solving the Problems]

[0010] In order to solve the problems, the setting support device of the invention is a setting support device which supports the setting of a plurality of control parameters used in control processing in a motor control device, where the setting support device includes: a test action instruction part, for changing at least one value among the plurality of control parameters, so as to enable the motor control device to actually control multiple test actions, or controlling multiple test actions by utilizing the simulation of a hypothetical model of the motor control device; a parameter adjustment part, for setting whether to make the second control parameters, except the first control parameters of which the values are changed in the test actions, among the plurality of control parameters to change along with the first control parameters; and a performance index calculation part, for working out performance indexes of the control of the motor control device according to a result of the test actions.

[0011] In the structure, the test action is performed for multiple times by changing the values of the control parameters, and according to a result of the test action, performance indexes of the motor control device are worked out. Here, the control parameters are classified as the first control parameters and the second control parameters, and moreover, whether the second control parameters change along with the first control parameters or not may be set. That is, the test action may be executed under the condition that the second control parameters change along with the first control parameters or under the condition that the second control parameters do not change along with the first control parameters, so the variation of conditions of the test action may be increased. Therefore, respectively setting optimum values for a plurality of control parameters may be supported.

[0012] The setting support device of the invention may also include a display control part, for controlling display by correlating the performance indexes worked out by
the performance index calculation part with the values of the first control parameters.

According to the structure, since the performance indexes and the values of the first control parameters are correlated for display, a user may select preferred values of the first control parameters by verifying the displayed content.

In the setting support device of the invention, the parameter adjustment part may also set the second control parameters to change along with the first control parameters or as any fixed values.

According to the structure, it may be chosen to set the second control parameters as any fixed values, so, for example when the user finds out referred values of the second control parameters according a situation, the test actions which adopt the values may be executed.

In the setting support device of the invention, the control parameters may also be control parameters of a controller composing a feedback control system in the motor control device.

In the structure, since the control parameters are the control parameters of the controller composing the feedback control system, it is considered that the case that the control parameters affect each other and the case that the control parameters do not affect each other will coexist. Therefore, according to the structure, in the case that the second control parameters affect the first control parameters, the setting support device may be set that the second control parameters change along with the first control parameters, and on the other hand, in the case that the second control parameters do not affect the first control parameters, the setting support device may be set that the second control parameters do not change along with the first control parameters.

In the setting support device of the invention, the first control parameters may also include the speed proportional gain of a speed controller composing the feedback control system.

In the feedback control system in the motor control device, the speed controller is essentially a necessary component. Moreover, in an ordinary motor-controlled feedback control system, a speed controller is arranged between a position controller and a torque filter. Then, among parameters of the speed controller, the case that the speed proportional gain has great affection on other control parameters happens a lot.

That is, the speed proportional gain is an important control parameter in the motor-controlled feedback control system, and moreover, it is highly possible that the speed proportional gain will affect other control parameters. Thus, by setting the speed proportional gain as the first control parameter, the conditions of the test action may be adjusted more accurately for execution.

The case of setting speed proportional gain and speed integral gain as the first control parameters or the case of setting speed proportional gain and position proportional gain as the first control parameters may be taken as an example. According to these examples, since the two control parameters which have great affection on performance indexes are set as the first control parameters, the adjustment of each control parameter to achieve preferred performance indexes may be realized more easily.

In the setting support device of the invention, the second control parameters may also include cutoff frequency of a torque filter composing the feedback control system.

In general, in the motor-controlled feedback control system, the torque filter is arranged at the rear section of the speed controller. At this point, if the speed proportional gain is increased, then a higher frequency band will also become a controlled object, so, for the torque filter for limiting the frequency band as the controlled object by means of the cutoff frequency, the parameters must be changed. That is, by changing the cutoff frequency of the torque filter along with the speed proportional gain just like in the structure, the setting of values of the parameters matching with the frequency band as the controlled object may be realized.

In the setting support device of the invention, the motor control device may also include a feedforward control part, where the feedforward control part outputs, based on the hypothetical model of the motor control device, at least one of model position, model speed and model torque as target values of the position, speed and torque of a motor, and the control parameters also include control parameters of a controller composing the feedforward control part.

In the structure, the control parameters also further include the control parameters of the controller composing the feedforward control system. Therefore, in the structure having both the feedback control system and the feedforward control system, the setting of the control parameters may be supported.

In the setting support device of the invention, the display control part may also control the display of relational graphs, where the relational graphs represent the relations between values of the performance indexes and the first control parameters; and moreover, the display control part controls the simultaneous or selective display of relational graphs for each of the various performance indexes.

According to the structure, the relational graphs of values of various performance indexes and the first control parameters are displayed simultaneously or selectively, so the user may control the setting of values of the control parameters in consideration of the various performance indexes.

In the setting support device of the invention, the display control part may also control the display of relational graphs, where the relational graphs represent the relations between values of the performance indexes and the m (m is an integer greater than 2) types of first control parameters; and moreover, when the performance indexes are correlated with the n (n is an integer meeting n ≥ m) types of first control parameters, the dis-
play control part controls the simultaneous or selective display of relational graphs for each of m combinations selected from n combinations.

[0029] According to the structure, the relations between the various first control parameters and the performance indexes are displayed simultaneously or selectively, so the user may control the setting of values of the control parameters in consideration of the various first control parameters.

[0030] In the setting support device of the invention, the display control part may also control the display of relational graphs, where the relational graphs represent the relations between values of the performance indexes and the first control parameters; and moreover, the setting support device also includes a parameter setting part, where the parameter setting part receives information of any points, selected by the user, in the relational graphs, and moreover, the first control parameters corresponding to the selected points are set as control parameters used in control processing in the motor control device.

[0031] According to the structure, the user may set control parameters used in control processing in the motor control device by selecting any points in the relational graphs representing the relations between values of the performance indexes and the first control parameters. Therefore, the setting processing of control parameters may be performed easily and quickly.

[0032] In the setting support device of the invention, the display control part may also control the display of relational graphs, where the relational graphs represent the relations between values of the performance indexes and the m (m is an integer greater than 2) types of first control parameters by means of m axes; and moreover, the display control part controls the change of at least one of display range and resolution in the axes.

[0033] According to the structure, the relations between values of the performance indexes and the m types of first control parameters are displayed as the relational graphs by means of the m axes, and moreover, the change of any one of display range and resolution in the axes is controlled. Therefore, the display of the relational graphs suitable for support for the selection of control parameters may be realized according to a situation.

[0034] In order to solve the problems, a setting support method of the invention is a setting support method which supports the setting of a plurality of control parameters used in control processing in a motor control device, where the setting support method includes: a test action instruction step, for changing at least one value among the plurality of control parameters, so as to enable the motor control device to actually control multiple test actions, or controlling multiple test actions by utilizing the simulation of a hypothetical model of the motor control device; a parameter adjustment step, for setting whether to make the second control parameters, except the first control parameters of which the values are changed in the test actions, among the plurality of control parameters to change along with the first control parameters; and a performance index calculation step, for working out performance indexes of the control of the motor control device according to a result of the test actions.

[0035] The various forms of setting support devices of the invention may also be implemented by a computer, and at this point, the computer is adopted as every part (software element) of the setting support device to act. The computer for implement the setting support device, a control program of the setting support device and a computer-readable recording medium recording the program also belong to the scope of the invention.

[Effects of the Invention]

[0036] According to the invention, the test action is performed for multiple times by changing the values of the control parameters, and according to a result of the test action, performance indexes of the control of the motor control device are worked out. Here, the control parameters may be classified as the first control parameters and the second control parameters, and moreover, whether the second control parameters change along with the first control parameters or not may be set. That is, the test action may be executed under the condition that the second control parameters change along with the first control parameters or under the condition that the second control parameters do not change along with the first control parameters, so the variation of conditions of the test action may be increased. Therefore, the following effect is achieved: the respective setting of optimal values of a plurality of control parameters may be supported.

[BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS]

[0037] Fig. 1 is a block diagram of simulation execution.
Fig. 2 is a block diagram which represents the structure of main parts when a servo driver 2 is actually driven to measure response.
Fig. 3 is a schematic diagram which represents a control system.
Fig. 4 is a diagram which represents the structure of main parts of the servo driver.
Fig. 5 is a block diagram which represents the structure of main parts of feedforward.
Fig. 6 is a flow diagram which represents a processing flow of setting control parameters for executing simulation.
Fig. 7 is a flow diagram which represents a processing flow of setting control parameters for performing real machine measurement.
Fig. 8A and Fig. 8B are diagrams which represent examples of result display when there is one changing control parameter, Fig. 8A is the diagram which represents an example displayed as a two-dimen-
sional graph with a horizontal axis representing a control parameter and a longitudinal axis representing a performance index, and Fig. 8B is the diagram which represents an example displayed as a two-dimensional graph with a horizontal axis representing a control parameter and a left longitudinal axis and a right longitudinal axis respectively representing different performance indexes.

Fig. 9 is a diagram which is used to describe a combination example of a control parameter A, a performance index \( \alpha \) and a performance index \( \beta \).

Fig. 10A and Fig. 10B are diagrams which represent examples of result display when there are two changing control parameters, Fig. 10A is the diagram which represents the example of mapping display adopting a control parameter A as a horizontal axis and a control parameter B as a longitudinal axis and utilizing colors on a graph plane to represent a performance index, and Fig. 10B is the diagram which represents the example displayed as a three-dimensional graph adopting a control parameter A as an X axis, a control parameter B as a Y axis and a performance index as a Z axis.

Fig. 11 is a diagram which is used to describe a combination example of a control parameter A, a control parameter B and a performance index.

Fig. 12A and Fig. 12B are diagrams which represent examples of result display when there are three changing control parameters.

Fig. 13A and Fig. 13B are diagrams which represent examples of performance indexes in frequency response, Fig. 13A is the diagram which represents closed-loop characteristics, and Fig. 13B is the diagram which represents open-loop characteristics.

Fig. 14 is a diagram which represents an example of performance indexes in time response.

Fig. 15 is a diagram which represents a displayed image example on a display part 12.

Fig. 16A and Fig. 16B are diagrams which represent an example of display of a simulation result 1511, Fig. 16A is the diagram which represents a state of not setting notch filters, and Fig. 16B is the diagram which represents a state of having set the notch filters.

Fig. 17 is a diagram which represents an image example of manually setting gains and filter parameters.

Fig. 18A and Fig. 18B are diagrams which respectively represent a simulation result 1511 in the case that the value of cutoff frequency of a torque filter LPF is determined on the basis of values of other control parameters and set as a fixed value in the above-mentioned setting method for control parameters, Fig. 18A is the diagram which represents the case of being set as the fixed value, and Fig. 18B is the diagram which represents the case in which the value is determined on the basis of the value of speed proportional gain.

DESCRIPTION OF THE EMBODIMENTS

[0038] The present embodiment of the invention is described in detail hereinafter. A setting device 1 of the present embodiment adjusts and controls a servo driver 2. More specifically, the setting device 1 measures the response status of the servo driver 2, and moreover, the setting device 1 executes the simulation of the servo driver 2, presents the response status or simulation result of the servo driver 2 to a user, and receives the setting of control parameters (position gain, speed gain, cutoff frequency of a filter, etc.) for the servo driver 2 from the user. Furthermore, the servo driver 2 controls a motor 3 on the basis of the set control parameters.

[0039] Moreover, in the setting device 1 of the present embodiment, simulation or the driving of the servo driver 2 may be executed while values of a plurality of control parameters are changed, and moreover, performance indexes, such as frequency response and time response, may be presented to the user.

[Control System]

[0040] First of all, a control system of the present embodiment is described in reference to Fig. 3. Fig. 3 is a schematic diagram which represents the control system. The control system, which uses a servo mechanism to control the action of a load device 4, includes the setting device (setting support device) 1, the servo driver (motor control device) 2, the motor 3, and the load device 4, as shown in Fig. 3.

[0041] The setting device 1, which is a device for setting and adjusting control parameters of the servo driver 2, includes software for adjustment. More specifically, the setting device 1 uses the software for adjustment to adjust the control parameters (such as position gain, speed gain, cutoff frequency of the filter, etc.) of the servo driver 2, so that the response status of the servo driver 2 may be optimal. In addition, the software for adjustment has a function of measuring the response status of the servo driver 2 and a function of simulating the response of the servo driver 2. For example, the setting device 1 is implemented by means of a personal computer, and by executing the program (software for adjustment) stored in the personal computer, the computer exerts functions as the setting device 1.

[0042] The user (such as a user or a setter of the control system) 5 uses the setting device 1 to set and adjust the control parameters of the servo driver 2. That is, the user 5 uses the software for adjustment running on the setting device 1 to set and adjust the control parameters of the servo driver 2, so that the response status of the servo driver 2 may be optimal. In other words, an actual measurement result and simulation result are used to determine the response status, and the control parameters are adjusted.

[0043] The servo driver 2 stores the control parameters set and adjusted by the setting device 1, and drives the
motor 3 according to the control parameters, so that the load device 4 may act. Moreover, the servo driver 2 may be in wired or wireless communication connection with the setting device 1 and the motor 3. For example, the servo driver 2 is connected to the setting device 1 through a universal serial bus (USB) cable. Furthermore, for example, the servo driver 2 is connected to the motor 3 through a special cable.

[Details of the Setting Device]

[0044] Next, in reference to Fig. 1 and Fig. 2, the details of the setting device 1 are described. Fig. 1 and Fig. 2 are block diagrams which represent the structure of main parts of the setting device 1. Fig. 1 is the block diagram of simulation execution, and Fig. 2 is the block diagram which represents the structure of the main parts when the servo driver 2 is actually driven to measure response.

[0045] As shown in Fig. 1, when the simulation of the servo driver 2 is executed, the setting device 1 includes an operation control part 10, a parameter setting part 20, a parameter adjustment part 30, a test action instruction part 40, a simulation part 50, a performance index calculation part 60, and a display control part 70.

[0046] Based on an instruction for the setting device 1 inputted by an input part 11, the operation control part 10 notifies a corresponding block of the content of the instruction. For example, when a setting instruction for the control parameters is received, the parameter setting part 20 is notified of the content of the setting instruction. Moreover, when an adjustment instruction for the control parameters is received, the parameter adjustment part 30 is notified of the intention of the adjustment instruction. Furthermore, when a calculation instruction for the performance indexes is received, the performance index calculation part 60 is notified of the intention of the calculation instruction. Moreover, when a display-related instruction is received, the display control part 70 is notified of the intention of the display-related instruction.

[0047] The parameter setting part 20 sets the control parameters notified by the operation control part 10 to the servo driver 2. Examples as the control parameters are listed as follows: position gain, speed gain, cutoff frequency of the filter, etc., as mentioned above. Moreover, as mentioned below, in the case that the servo driver 2 is of a structure using feedforward, as a control parameter, the gains of model tracking control parts may be set.

[0048] The parameter adjustment part 30, which adjusts parameters of simulation execution, includes a first parameter adjustment part 31 and a second parameter adjustment part 32.

[0049] The first parameter adjustment part 31 adjusts control parameters set as first control parameters among a plurality of control parameters. Examples as the control parameters set as the first control parameters are listed as follows: speed proportional gain, speed integral gain, position proportional gain and gains of the model tracking control parts.

[0050] In the case of setting the speed proportional gain and the speed integral gain as the first control parameters and the case of setting the speed proportional gain and the position proportional gain as the first control parameters, two control parameters which have great affection on the performance indexes may be set as the first control parameters, so the adjustment of each control parameter to achieve preferred performance indexes may be realized more easily.

[0051] The second parameter adjustment part 32 adjusts control parameters set as second control parameters among the plurality of control parameters. The second control parameters are control parameters set according to the values of the first control parameters or control parameters set as fixed values. Examples as the control parameters set as the second control parameters are listed as follows: speed integral gain, position proportional gain and gains of the model tracking control parts.

[0052] The test action instruction part 40 notifies the simulation part 50 of the following instruction: using the first parameters and the second parameters adjusted by the parameter adjustment part 30 to execute the simulation of the servo driver 2. That is, the test action instruction part 40 gives an instruction on using the first control parameters and the second control parameters to perform multiple test actions by simulation.

[0053] The simulation part 50 uses the first parameters and the second parameters notified by the test action instruction part 40 to execute the simulation of the servo driver 2.

[0054] The performance index calculation part 60 uses a result of simulation executed by the simulation part 50 to work out performance indexes (stability of control and response to configuration setting time, etc.).

[0055] The display control part 70 controls display on a display part 12.

[0056] Furthermore, as shown in Fig. 1, the servo driver 2 includes a position controller 21, a speed controller 22, and a torque filter 23. In reference to Fig. 4, the processing contents of these controllers are described.

[0057] As shown in Fig. 4, for example, the position controller 21 performs proportion control (P control). More specifically, by multiplying a deviation (i.e. positional deviation) between a position instruction notified by an action instruction part 24 and a detected position by a frequency transfer function \(C_p\) of the position controller, instruction speed is output. In addition, the position controller 21 is set by the parameter setting part 20, and therefore the position proportional gain \(K_{pp}\) is set as the frequency transfer function \(C_p\) in advance. That is, the frequency transfer function \(C_p\) is a function as a constant.

[0058] For example, the speed controller 22 performs proportion control (P control). More specifically, by multiplying a deviation (i.e. speed deviation) between the instruction speed output by the position controller 21 and detected speed (measured speed value) by a frequency
transfer function \( C_v \) of the speed controller, instruction torque is output. Here, the speed controller 22 is set by the parameter setting part 20, and therefore the speed proportional gain \( K_{vp} \) is set as the frequency transfer function \( C_v \) in advance. In addition, the speed controller 22 may also perform proportion integration (PI) control, rather than proportion control (P control). At this point, the speed controller 22 depends on the parameter setting part 20 to set the speed proportional gain \( K_{vp} \) and the speed integral gain \( K_{vi} \), and thereby \( K_{vp} \times (1 + K_{vi}/2) \) (function of positive (plus) operator s) is set as the frequency transfer function.

[0059] The torque filter 23 controls the motor 3 on the basis of the instruction torque output by the speed controller 22, so that the load device 4 acts. The torque filter 23 includes a torque instruction filter (primary low-pass filter) and a plurality of notch filters, and there are cutoff frequency of the torque instruction filter, central frequency of the notch filters, depth and width as control parameters.

[0060] Next, in reference to Fig. 2, the structure (also called real machine measurement below) of setting control parameters adjusted by the parameter adjustment part 30 for the servo driver 2 and working out performance indexes according to a measured response result, rather than simulation, is described. In real machine measurement, the difference from the case of Fig. 1 is that there is no simulation part 50, and the performance index calculation part 60 uses a measured result of the servo driver 2 to work out performance indexes. In real machine measurement, the result is measured by the actual driving of the servo driver 2 rather than simulation, so the simulation part 50 is not needed.

[0061] Moreover, the test action instruction part 40 gives an instruction on actually driving the servo driver 2 by using the first control parameters and the second control parameters to perform multiple test actions.

[Modified Embodiment]

[0062] In addition, the servo driver 2 may also be of a structure using feedforward. In reference to Fig. 5, the structure of the servo driver 2 including feedforward is described. Fig. 5 is a block diagram which represents the structure of main parts of feedforward. As shown in Fig. 5, a model feedforward part 51 includes a speed instruction generator 52, a position controller (control parameter \( C'(p') \)) 53, a speed controller (control parameter \( C_v \)) 54, and a controlled object model (control parameter \( p' \)) 55.

[0063] The model feedforward part 51 executes the feedforward of model tracking control, controls model output position, model output speed and model output torque as target values of position, speed and torque of the motor 3, and has the gains of the model tracking control parts (position controller 53 and speed controller 54) as control parameters.

[0064] The speed instruction generator 52 receives a position instruction coming from the outside, and generates a speed instruction. Furthermore, the generated speed instruction is output to the speed controller 54.

[0065] The position controller 53 receives a model output position generated by the position instruction, and generates a model speed control instruction to control the model output position to follow the position instruction. Moreover, the generated model speed control instruction is output to the speed controller 54.

[0066] The speed controller 54 receives the model speed control instruction generated by the position controller 53, the speed instruction generated by the speed instruction generator 52 and the model output speed generated by the controlled object model 55, and generates a model torque control instruction to control the model output speed to follow the model speed control instruction and the speed instruction. Moreover, the generated model torque control instruction is output to the controlled object model 55.

[0067] The controlled object model 55 receives the model torque control instruction output by the speed controller 54, and generates and outputs a model output position and model output speed.

[Processing Flow]

[0068] Next, in reference to Fig. 6 and Fig. 7, processing flows of setting control parameters are described. Fig. 6 is a flow diagram which represents the processing flow of setting control parameters for executing simulation, and Fig. 7 is a flow diagram which represents the processing flow of setting control parameters for performing real machine measurement.

[Case of using simulation]

[0069] First of all, in reference to Fig. 6, the processing flow of setting control parameters for executing simulation is described.

[0070] In the setting device 1, when an instruction for starting the adjustment of the control parameters is received, the simulation part 50 first constructs a simulation model (S101). For example, the simulation model is constructed by the following methods. (1) Constructing the simulation model according to measured data obtained by driving a real device. (2) Constructing the simulation model according to a physical model of the load device. The values of parameters (such as inertia, friction, rigidity and etc.) in the physical model are determined by using the identifying operation of the measured data obtained by driving the real device or the input of the user.

[0071] Next, performance indexes for adjustment are determined (S102). In addition, the so-called performance indexes mean those for response evaluation. The performance indexes not only may be determined by receiving specifications of the user, but also may be determined automatically in the simulation part 50. In addition, examples as the performance indexes are listed as follows: setting time, peak gain, etc.
Next, a setting method for the control parameters is determined (S103). More specifically, for each control parameter to be adjusted, which of the following methods is utilized to set values is determined. (1) Changing values when simulation is performed. (2) Determining values on the basis of values of the other control parameters. (3) Setting values as fixed values. In addition, there must be two control parameters determined by utilizing the method (1) in the case that a result is displayed as "three-dimensional graph" or "mapping display", and there must be one control parameter in the case of "two-dimensional graph".

Moreover, an example as the setting method (2) of determining values on the basis of values of the other control parameters is taken below. When the values of the position proportional gain \( K_{pp} \) and the speed integral gain \( K_{vi} \) and the cutoff frequency \( f_{tf} \) of the torque filter LPF (low-pass filter) are determined on the basis of the value of the speed proportional gain \( K_{vp} \), the following defined relational expressions may be used to determine the values of the control parameters.

\[
\begin{align*}
K_{pp} &= f_1(K_{vp}) = K_{vp}/4 \\
K_{vi} &= f_2(K_{vp}) = 2K_{vp} \\
f_{tf} &= f_3(K_{vp}) = 5K_{vp}
\end{align*}
\]

Moreover, when the response of an evaluated object is set as response to position control, the setting method (1) may be utilized to determine the position proportional gain \( K_{pp} \) and the speed integral gain \( K_{vi} \), and the cutoff frequency \( f_{tf} \) of the torque filter LPF.

Furthermore, when the response of the evaluated object is set as response to speed control, the setting method (1) may be utilized to determine the speed proportional gain \( K_{vp} \) and the speed integral gain \( K_{vi} \), and the setting method (2) or (3) may be utilized to determine the cutoff frequency \( f_{tf} \) of the torque filter LPF.

In addition, the setting method (2) of determining values on the basis of values of the other control parameters may also be selected according to whether responsibility or stability is emphasized (mode selection).

Moreover, a specification for the resolution of a matrix or the ranges of the longitudinal axis and a horizontal axis may also be received. The resolution of the matrix or the ranges of the longitudinal axis and the horizontal axis may be set by the user, and thereby an expected simulation result may be further presented to the user.

Next, if values are determined by the setting method (1) in Step S103, then the values of the determined control parameters (i.e. the parameter \( A \) (first parameter) and the parameter \( B \) (second parameter)) are changed, and at the same time, simulation is executed (S104-S110).

For example, when the control parameters which are determined by utilizing the setting method (1) are the position proportional gain \( K_{pp} \) and the speed proportional gain \( K_{vp} \) and the control parameters which are determined by utilizing the method (2) are the speed integral gain \( K_{vi} \) and the cutoff frequency \( f_{tf} \) of the torque filter LPF, simulation is executed as the values of the control parameters are changed in sequence in the following way.

(a) The position proportional gain \( K_{pp} \) as the control parameter determined by utilizing the setting method (1) is changed according to \( K_{pp} = K_{pp}[0], K_{pp}[1], ..., K_{pp}[M-1] \).

(b) The speed proportional gain \( K_{vp} \) as the control parameter determined by utilizing the setting method (1) is changed according to \( K_{vp} = K_{vp}[0], K_{vp}[1], ..., K_{vp}[N-1] \).

(c) The speed integral gain \( K_{vi} \) and the cutoff frequency \( f_{tf} \) of the torque filter LPF as the control parameters determined by utilizing the setting method (2) are obtained according to \( K_{vp} \).

Here, a two-dimensional array for recording performance indexes obtained by simulation is set as result \([M][N]\).

\[
\begin{align*}
&\text{FOR } m=0 \text{ to } M-1 \text{ DO} \\
&\quad \text{FOR } n=0 \text{ to } N-1 \text{ DO} \\
&\quad \quad K_{pp} = K_{pp}[m] \\
&\quad \quad K_{vp} = K_{vp}[n] \\
&\quad \quad K_{vi} = f_2(K_{vp}) \\
&\quad \quad f_{tf} = f_3(K_{vp}) \\
&\quad \quad \text{Using the control parameters } K_{pp}, K_{vp}, K_{vi} \text{ and } f_{tf} \text{ to execute simulation} \\
&\quad \quad \text{Recording performance indexes obtained by simulation into result } [m][n] \\
&\quad \text{ENDFOR} \\
&\quad \text{ENDFOR}
\end{align*}
\]

Next, in Step S111, a performance index calculation result (array result) is displayed. In addition, the displayed details will be described hereinafter.

Next, in Step S112, the values of the control parameters are determined. This is determined by the combination of the control parameters capable of obtaining ideal performance which is specified by the user on the basis of the displayed performance index calculation result.

Finally, in Step S113, the determined control parameters are set to the servo driver 2.

What has been mentioned above is the processing flow of setting control parameters for execut-
ing simulation.

[Case of Using Real Machine Measurement]

[0085] Next, in reference to Fig. 7, the processing flow of setting control parameters for performing real machine measurement is described.

[0086] In the case of real machine measurement, a simulation model does not need to be constructed, and first of all, performance indexes for adjustment are determined (S201). The so-called performance indexes mean those for response evaluation. Like the case of using simulation, the performance indexes not only may be determined by receiving specifications of the user, but also may be determined automatically in the simulation part 50. In addition, examples as the performance indexes are listed as follows: setting time, peak gain, etc.

[0087] Next, a setting method for the control parameters is determined (S202). The details of determining the setting method for the control parameters are the same as that of the case of using simulation.

[0088] Next, if values are determined by the setting method (1) in Step S202, then the values of the determined control parameters (i.e. the parameter A (first parameter) and the parameter B (second parameter)) are changed, and at the same time, simulation is executed (S203-S209).

[0089] For example, when the control parameters which are determined by utilizing the setting method (1) are the position proportional gain $K_{pp}$ and the speed proportional gain $K_{vp}$, and the control parameters which are determined by utilizing the method (2) are the speed integral gain $K_{vi}$ and the cutoff frequency $f_{tf}$ of the torque filter LPF, the motor 3 is driven to perform measurement and the calculation of the performance indexes as the values of the control parameters are changed in sequence in the following way and set to the servo driver 2.

(a) The position proportional gain $K_{pp}$ as the control parameter determined by utilizing the setting method (1) is changed according to $K_{pp}[0], K_{pp}[1], ..., K_{pp}[M-1]$.
(b) The speed proportional gain $K_{vp}$ as the control parameter determined by utilizing the setting method (1) is changed according to $K_{vp}[0], K_{vp}[1], ..., K_{vp}[N-1]$.
(c) The speed integral gain $K_{vi}$ and the cutoff frequency $f_{tf}$ of the torque filter LPF as the control parameters determined by utilizing the setting method (2) are obtained according to $K_{vp}$.

[0090] Here, a two-dimensional array for recording performance indexes obtained by simulation is set as result $[m][n]$.

\begin{verbatim}
FOR m=0 to M-1 DO
    K_{pp}=K_{pp[m]}
ENDFOR
FOR n=0 to N-1 DO
    K_{vp}=K_{vp[n]}
ENDFOR
\end{verbatim}

Making the motor 3 act to measure response
Recording performance indexes obtained according to measured data into result $[m][n]

[0091] Next, in Step S210, a performance index calculation result (array result) is displayed. In addition, the displayed results will be described hereinafter.

[0092] Next, in Step S211, the values of the control parameters are determined. This is determined by the combination of the control parameters capable of obtaining ideal performance which is specified by the user on the basis of the displayed performance index calculation result.

[0093] Finally, in Step S212, the determined control parameters are set to the servo driver 2.

[0094] What has been mentioned above is the processing flow of setting control parameters for executing simulation.

[Displaying Methods]

[0095] Next, in reference to Fig. 8A and Fig. 8B to Fig. 12A and Fig. 12B, displaying methods for a simulation result or a real machine measurement result are described. The simulation result or the real machine measurement result is displayed by the relation between changes of displayed control parameters and current performance indexes.

[0096] In addition, when not needing to be differentiated, the display of the simulation result and the display of the real machine measurement result are called "result display" for short below.

[Case of One Changing Control Parameter]

[0097] First of all, in reference to Fig. 8A and Fig. 8B, the method of result display when there is one changing control parameter is described. Fig. 8A and Fig. 8B are diagrams which represent examples of result display when there is one changing control parameter, Fig. 8A is the diagram which represents an example displayed as a two-dimensional graph with a horizontal axis representing a control parameter and a longitudinal axis representing a performance index, and Fig. 8B is the diagram which represents an example displayed as a two-dimensional graph with a horizontal axis representing a control parameter and a longitudinal axis respectively representing different performance indexes.

[0098] When result display is performed with the two-dimensional graph shown in Fig. 8A, that is, when result display is performed with the two-dimensional graph adopting a control parameter A as the horizontal axis and
a performance index as the longitudinal axis, the relation between both is represented by a curve or a broken line. The black dot in Fig. 8A represents the value of the control parameter in current setting. Moreover, by specifying coordinates in the two-dimensional graph, the value of the control parameter A may be set. Coordinates not only may be specified by directly touching a display surface or the like, but also may be specified by using a mouse or the like to move a pointer and clicking.

[0099] That is, according to a coordinate position received by the input part 11 for the two-dimensional graph displayed on the display part 12 by the display control part 70, the parameter adjustment part 30 sets a first control parameter (control parameter A), and sets a second control parameter according to the set first control parameter, and the simulation part 50 uses the newly set first control parameter and second control parameter to execute simulation.

[0100] Furthermore, when result display is performed with the two-dimensional graph shown in Fig. 8B, that is, when result display is performed with the two-dimensional graph in which a control parameter A is adopted as the horizontal axis, the longitudinal axes are divided into the left longitudinal axis and the right longitudinal axis, the left longitudinal axis adopts a performance index α and the right longitudinal axis adopts a performance index β, the relations between the control parameter A and both the performance index α and the performance index β are also represented by curves or broken lines. Since there are two performance indexes, α and β, two curves (broken lines) are displayed. If two longitudinal axes are set like this, then two types of performance indexes may be displayed.

[0101] Moreover, in Fig. 8A and Fig. 8B, an acceptance line may also be set for the performance indexes, and the acceptance line is displayed.

[0102] Next, in reference to Fig. 9, a combination example of the control parameter A, the performance index α and the performance index β is described. Fig. 9 is a diagram which is used to describe the combination example of the control parameter A, the performance index α and the performance index β.

[0103] As shown in Fig. 9, "speed proportional gain" may be set as the control parameter A, "setting time" may be set as the performance index α, and "overshoot" may be set as the performance index β. At this point, both positioning response (setting time) and overshoot in a tradeoff relation may be adjusted.

[0104] Furthermore, "speed proportional gain" may be set as the control parameter A, "bandwidth" may be set as the performance index α, and "phase margin" may be set as the performance index β. At this point, both responsibility (bandwidth) and stability (phase margin) in a tradeoff relation may be adjusted.

[0105] In addition, as shown in Fig. 8A, in the case that there is one displayable performance index, any one performance index among the above-mentioned performance index α and performance index β may be set to be displayed.

[Case of Two Changing Control Parameters]

[0106] Next, in reference to Fig. 10A and Fig. 10B, the method of result display when there are two changing control parameters is described. Fig. 10A and Fig. 10B are diagrams which represent examples of result display when there are two changing control parameters. Fig. 10A is the diagram which represents the example of mapping display adopting a control parameter A as a horizontal axis and a control parameter B as a longitudinal axis and utilizing colors on a graph plane to represent a performance index, and Fig. 10B is the diagram which represents the example displayed as a three-dimensional graph adopting a control parameter A as an X axis, a control parameter B as a Y axis and a performance index as a Z axis.

[0107] When mapping display shown in Fig. 10A is utilized to perform result display, that is, when the control parameter A is adopted as the horizontal axis, the control parameter B is adopted as the longitudinal axis and the performance index is displayed by changing colors on the graph plane, the performance index relative to the control parameter A and the control parameter B will be represented by utilizing a color at corresponding coordinates. Moreover, the black dot in Fig. 10A represents the control parameters in current setting. Furthermore, the values of the control parameter A and the control parameter B may be set by specifying coordinates in mapping display.

[0108] Moreover, when result display is performed with the three-dimensional graph shown in Fig. 10B, that is, when result display is performed with the three-dimensional graph adopting a control parameter A as an X axis, a control parameter B as a Y axis and a performance index as a Z axis, the relation between the three is represented by a curved surface. The case of the three-dimensional graph shown in Fig. 10B is also the same as the case of Fig. 10A, the black dot in the graph represents current values of the control parameter A and the control parameter B, and the values of the control parameter A and the control parameter B may be set by specifying coordinates in the graph.

[0109] Next, in reference to Fig. 11, a combination example of the control parameter A, the control parameter B and the performance index is described. Fig. 11 is a diagram which is used to describe the combination example of the control parameter A, the control parameter B and the performance index.

[0110] As shown in Fig. 11, "speed proportional gain" may be set as the control parameter A, "speed integral gain" may be set as the control parameter B, and "speed loop peak gain" may be set as the performance index. At this point, the user may be enabled to find out a gain range in which a speed loop does not oscillate (gain limits may be set).

[0111] Furthermore, "speed proportional gain" may be
Moreover, "speed proportional gain" may be set as the control parameter A, "position proportional gain" may be set as the control parameter B, and "overshoot" may be set as the performance index. At this point, the user may be enabled to find out a gain combination minimizing setting time.

Furthermore, "speed proportional gain" may be set as the control parameter A, "position proportional gain" may be set as the control parameter B, and "overshoot" may be set as the performance index. At this point, the user may be enabled to find out a gain combination with small overshoot.

Moreover, "speed proportional gain" may be set as the control parameter A, "gain of the model tracking control part" may be set as the control parameter B, and "setting time" may be set as the performance index. At this point, the user may be enabled to find out a gain combination minimizing setting time.

Moreover, "speed proportional gain" may be set as the control parameter A, "gain of the model tracking control part" may be set as the control parameter B, and "overshoot" may be set as the performance index. At this point, the user may be enabled to find out a gain combination minimizing setting time.

Next, in reference to Fig. 12A and Fig. 12B, the example when there are three changing control parameters is described. Fig. 12A and Fig. 12B are diagrams which represent examples of result display when there are three changing control parameters.

When there are three changing control parameters, two mapping displays shown in Fig. 10A are used to perform result display. In the first mapping display (Fig. 12A, map A), a control parameter A is adopted as a horizontal axis, a control parameter B is adopted as a longitudinal axis, those represented by colors are set as a performance index \( \alpha \); and in the second mapping display (Fig. 12B, map B), a control parameter A is adopted as a horizontal axis, a control parameter C is adopted as a longitudinal axis, and those represented by colors are set as a performance index \( \beta \).

When the performance index \( \alpha \) needs to be verified, the map A is used, and the control parameter B uses a current value. In addition, under the condition that the control parameter B is changed, the color display of the performance index \( \alpha \) in the map A will be portrayed again.

Furthermore, when the performance index \( \beta \) needs to be verified, the map B is used, and the control parameter C uses a current value. In addition, under the condition that the control parameter C is changed, the color display of the performance index \( \beta \) in the map B will be portrayed again.

As long as the map A and the map B are configured longitudinally in a way that the horizontal axes of the map A and the map B are consistent, the corresponding relation between the two maps may be recognized easily.

The black dots in Fig. 12A and Fig. 12B represent current values of the control parameter A, the control parameter B and the control parameter C. The value of the control parameter A is shared. Furthermore, like the above-mentioned display example, the control parameter A, the control parameter B and the control parameter C may be set by specifying coordinates on display.

In addition, the combination example of the control parameter A, the control parameter B, the performance index \( \alpha \) and the performance index \( \beta \) is the same as that of the above-mentioned example.

In addition, in the above-mentioned embodiment, the example when there are three changing control parameters and there are two changing control parameters is described, but the number of changing control parameters and the number of obtained performance indexes are not limited. The number of changing control parameters may also be four or more than four, and the number of obtained performance indexes may also be three or more than three. At this point, each time when the number of performance indexes is increased, the number of mapping displays is increased, and each time when the number of combinations of changing control parameters is increased, the number of mapping displays is increased.

Next, in reference to Fig. 13A, Fig. 13B and Fig. 14, examples of performance indexes are described. Fig. 13A and Fig. 13B are diagrams which represent examples of performance indexes in frequency response, Fig. 13A is the diagram which represents closed-loop characteristics, and Fig. 13B is the diagram which represents open-loop characteristics.

Fig. 13A represents the closed-loop characteristics (position closed loop and speed closed loop). As shown in Fig. 13A, in the closed-loop characteristics, peak gain and bandwidth may become performance indexes.

Fig. 13B represents the open-loop characteristics (position open loop and speed open loop). As shown in Fig. 13B, in the open-loop characteristics, gain margin and phase margin may become performance indexes.

Fig. 14 is a diagram which represents an example of performance indexes in time response. As shown in Fig. 14, in time response, "delay time", "rise time", "setting time" and "overshoot" may become performance indexes.
[Image Example]

**[0129]** Next, in reference to Fig. 15 to Fig. 18A and Fig. 18B, image examples in the setting device 1 are described. Fig. 15 is a diagram which represents a displayed image example in the display part 12.

**[0130]** In the image example 1501 shown in Fig. 15, a simulation result 1511 is displayed in the form of a matrix on the upper right part. Here, "speed proportional gain" is adopted as a horizontal axis, "speed integral gain" is adopted as a longitudinal axis, and a performance index (peak gain) is represented by colors on the graph. In correspondence to the above-mentioned map displays, it may be known that the closer to the upper right of the matrix it is, the higher the peak gain is (more unstable and more oscillatory). Moreover, the white dot near the center of the matrix represents a current value of the control parameter.

**[0131]** Furthermore, as mentioned above, by specifying the coordinates on the matrix, the control parameter A and the control parameter B which correspond to the specified coordinates are set. Here, for example, by specifying a light-colored place and coordinates at the upper right (high peak gain), high-response and non-oscillatory control parameters may be set.

**[0132]** Moreover, current values of the control parameters are displayed in an area 1512. Further, characteristics of frequency response (Bode line graph) are displayed in an area 1513 and an area 1514.

**[0133]** Fig. 16A and Fig. 16B are diagrams which represent an example of display of a simulation result 1511. Fig. 16A is the diagram which represents a state of not setting the notch filters, and Fig. 16B is the diagram which represents a state of having set the notch filters.

**[0134]** In Fig. 16A, the peak gain is high in the part of area 1611, the peak gain is low in the part of area 1613, and the part of area 1612 represents that the peak gain is medium.

**[0135]** Moreover, it may be known from Fig. 16A that under the condition of not setting the notch filters, the area with high peak gain is large, so it is hard to adjust the speed proportional gain (horizontal axis) to be above a certain level. This is because the mechanical resonance of a load machine may be caused.

**[0136]** In Fig. 16B, the peak gain is high in the part of area 1621, the peak gain is low in the part of area 1623, and the part of area 1622 represents that the peak gain is medium.

**[0137]** It may be known from Fig. 16B that under the condition of having set the notch filters, in comparison with Fig. 16A, the area with high peak gain becomes small. This is because the affection of mechanical resonance is inhibited by the notch filters. Thus, the range of the settable speed proportional gain is broadened.

**[0138]** Fig. 17 is a diagram which represents an image example of manually setting gains and filter parameters. In the image example 1701 shown in Fig. 17, a gain setting area 1711 for setting gains, a torque filter area 1712 for setting a control parameter of the torque filter and a notch filter area 1713 for setting control parameters of the notch filters are displayed. In these setting areas, the gains or the filter parameters may be set. In addition, for "Enable" in the torque filter area 1712 and the notch filter area 1713, whether the filters are applied or not may be set according to whether the check boxes in the areas are selected or not.

**[0139]** Fig. 18A and Fig. 18B are diagrams which respectively represent a simulation result 1511 in the case that the value of cutoff frequency of the torque filter LPF is determined on the basis of values of other control parameters and set as a fixed value in the above-mentioned setting method for control parameters. Fig. 18A is the diagram which represents the case of being set as the fixed value, and Fig. 18B is the diagram which represents the case in which the value is determined on the basis of the value of speed proportional gain.

**[0140]** In Fig. 18A, the peak gain is high in the part of area 1811, the peak gain is low in the part of area 1813, and the part of area 1812 represents that the peak gain is medium. Moreover, in Fig. 18B, the peak gain is high in the part of area 1821, the peak gain is low in the part of area 1823, and the part of area 1822 represents that the peak gain is medium.

**[0141]** It may be known from Fig. 18A and Fig. 18B that the acceptable range of the speed proportional gain is broadened in the practice of determining the value of the cutoff frequency of the torque filter LPF on the basis of the value of the speed proportional gain to perform simulation in comparison with the case of setting the cutoff frequency of the torque filter LPF as a fixed value.

[Example Implemented by means of Software]

**[0142]** The control blocks (especially the operation control part 10, the parameter setting part 20, the parameter adjustment part (the first parameter adjustment part 31 and the second parameter adjustment part 32) 30, the test action instruction part 40, the simulation part 50, the performance index calculation part 60 and the display control part 70) of the setting device 1 not only may be implemented by logic circuits (hardware) formed on integrated circuits (IC chips) and the like, but also may be implemented by software by using a central processing unit (CPU).

**[0143]** In the case of the latter, the setting device 1 is provided with a CPU for executing commands of a program as software for implementing every function, a read-only memory (ROM) or a storage unit (called "recording medium") readable by a computer (or the CPU) and recording the program and various data, a random access memory (RAM) for deploying the program, etc. Moreover, the computer (or the CPU) reads and executes the program from the recording medium to achieve the purpose of the invention. As the recording medium, a "non-temporary tangible medium" may be used, for ex-
ample, a tape, a disk, a card, a semiconductor memory, a programmable logic circuit and the like may be used. Furthermore, the program may also be provided for the computer by any transmission medium (communication network or broadcast waves) capable of transmitting the program. In addition, the invention may also be implemented in the form of data signals which instantiate the program by electronic transmission and are embedded in carriers.

Claims

1. A setting support device (1), supporting the setting of a plurality of control parameters (A, B, C, P', C'p, C'v) used in control processing in a motor control device (2), and the setting support device (1) comprising:

a test action instruction part (24), changing at least one value among the plurality of control parameters (A, B, C, P', C'p, C'v), so as to enable the motor control device (2) to actually control multiple test actions, or controlling multiple test actions by utilizing the simulation of a hypothetical model of the motor control device, wherein the plurality of control parameters comprise first control parameters and second control parameters;

a parameter adjustment part (30), setting whether to make the second control parameters, except the first control parameters of which the values are changed in the test actions, among the plurality of control parameters (A, B, C, P', C'p, C'v) to change along with the first control parameters; and

a performance index calculation part (60), working out performance indexes of the control of the motor control device (2) according to a result of the test actions.

2. The setting support device (1) according to claim 1, further comprising:

a display control part (70), controlling display by correlating the performance indexes worked out by the performance index calculation part (60) with the values of the first control parameters.

3. The setting support device (1) according to claim 1 or 2, wherein

the parameter adjustment part (30) sets the second control parameters to change along with the first control parameters or as any fixed values.

4. The setting support device (1) according to any one of claims 1-3, wherein

the control parameters (A, B, C, P', C'p, C'v) are control parameters of a controller composing a feedback control system in the motor control device (2).

5. The setting support device (1) according to claim 4, wherein

the first control parameters include the speed proportional gain of a speed controller (22, 54) composing the feedback control system.

6. The setting support device (1) according to claim 5, wherein

the second control parameters include the cutoff frequency of a torque filter (23) composing the feedback control system.

7. The setting support device (1) according to claim 4, wherein

the motor control device (2) comprises a feedforward control part, wherein the feedforward control part outputs, based on the hypothetical model of the motor control device (2), at least one of model position, model speed and model torque as target values of the position, speed and torque of a motor (3); and the control parameters (A, B, C, P', C'p, C'v) further include control parameters of a controller composing the feedforward control part.

8. The setting support device (1) according to claim 2, wherein

the display control part (70) controls the display of relational graphs, wherein the relational graphs represent the relations between values of the performance indexes and the first control parameters; and

the display control part (70) controls the simultaneous or selective display of relational graphs for each of the various performance indexes.

9. The setting support device (1) according to claim 2, wherein

the display control part (70) controls the display of relational graphs, wherein the relational graphs represent the relations between values of the performance indexes and the m types of first control parameters; and when the performance indexes are correlated with the n types of first control parameters, the display control part (70) controls the simultaneous or selective display of relational graphs for each of m combinations selected from n combinations, wherein m is an integer greater than 2, and n is an integer meeting $n \geq m$.

10. The setting support device (1) according to claim 2, wherein

the display control part (70) controls the display of relational graphs, wherein the relational graphs represent the relations between values of the performance indexes and the first control parameters; and

the setting support device (1) further comprises a
parameter setting part (20), wherein the parameter setting part (20) receives information of any points, selected by a user (5), in the relational graphs, and sets the first control parameters corresponding to the selected points as control parameters used in control processing in the motor control device (2).

11. The setting support device (1) according to claim 2, wherein the display control part (70) controls the display of relational graphs, wherein the relational graphs represent the relations between values of the performance indexes and the m types of first control parameters by means of m axes, wherein m is an integer greater than 2; and the display control part (70) controls the change of at least one of display range and resolution in the axes.

12. A setting support method, for supporting the setting of a plurality of control parameters (A, B, P', C'p, C'v) used in control processing in a motor control device (2), and the setting support method comprising:

- a test action instruction step, for changing at least one value among the plurality of control parameters (A, B, C, P', C'p, C'v), so as to enable the motor control device (2) to actually control multiple test actions, or controlling multiple test actions by utilizing the simulation of a hypothetical model of the motor control device (2);
- a parameter adjustment step, for setting whether to make the second control parameters, except the first control parameters of which the values are changed in the test actions, among the plurality of control parameters (A, B, C, P', C'p, C'v) to change along with the first control parameters; and
- a performance index calculation step, for working out performance indexes of the control of the motor control device (2) according to a result of the test actions.

13. An information processing program, for being configured to enable a computer to exert functions as a setting support device (1) according to any one of claims 1-11, wherein the information processing program is configured to enable the computer to exert functions as every part.

14. A recording medium, recording an information processing program according to claim 13 and being readable by a computer.
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Combination example

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Control parameter A</th>
<th>Performance index α</th>
<th>Performance index β</th>
<th>Purpose of utilizing display for adjustment</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Speed proportional gain</td>
<td>Setting time</td>
<td>Overshoot</td>
<td>Tradeoff between adjustment and positioning responsibility (setting time) and overshoot</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Speed proportional gain</td>
<td>Bandwidth</td>
<td>Phase margin</td>
<td>Tradeoff between adjustment responsibility (bandwidth) and stability (phase margin)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig.9
Fig. 10A

Control parameter A
Control parameter B
Performance index

Fig. 10B
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Performance index
### Combination example

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Control parameter A</th>
<th>Control parameter B</th>
<th>Performance index</th>
<th>Purpose of utilizing display for adjustment</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Speed proportional gain</td>
<td>Speed integral gain</td>
<td>Speed loop peak gain</td>
<td>Control a gain range in which a speed loop cannot oscillate (limits of gain can be set)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Speed proportional gain</td>
<td>Position proportional gain</td>
<td>Setting time</td>
<td>Work out a gain combination minimizing setting time</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Speed proportional gain</td>
<td>Position proportional gain</td>
<td>Overshoot</td>
<td>Work out a gain combination with small overshoot</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Speed proportional gain</td>
<td>Position proportional gain</td>
<td>Phase margin</td>
<td>Control a gain range which does not impair positioning loop stability (limits of gain can be set)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Speed proportional gain</td>
<td>Gain of a model tracking control part</td>
<td>Setting time</td>
<td>Work out a gain combination minimizing setting time</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Speed proportional gain</td>
<td>Gain of a model tracking control part</td>
<td>Overshoot</td>
<td>Work out a gain combination with small overshoot</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 11
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Fig. 12B
Closed-loop characteristic
(Position closed loop, speed closed loop)

**Fig. 13A**

Open-loop characteristic
(Position open loop, speed open loop)

**Fig. 13B**
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Fig. 16A

Not set the status of notch filters
Peak gain for speed closed loop
Speed integral (Hz)
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Have set the status of notch filters
Peak gain for speed closed loop
Speed integral (Hz)
Fig. 17
Case of setting the cutoff frequency of torque LPF as a fixed value
Peak gain for speed closed loop

Fig. 18A

Case of making the cutoff frequency of LPF to change along with speed proportional gain
Peak gain for speed closed loop
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